
6th Meeting - 22nd February 2010
Agenda

Host: Kathrin Braungardt

- Terena Tnc BoF
- 7.5. issues
- Use of FMS Console for AC
- LMS-Integration: Solutions
- Feature Requests & Bug List

Minutes

By Thorkild

Ad1. Tenera TNC BoF
Peter Szegedi: what was the intension of the Terena TNC BoF? Whom requested BoF?
Decision: We get more information from Peter and exchange views via the mailing list.

Ad2. AC 7.5 issues
Kathrin: no problem upgrading to v. 7.5
Johnny: Lots of problems with the new add-in. People are thrown out of the meeting. Audio problems: now and then only some can be heard in the 
meeting.
Batic: Our users have no problems, but it is a problem that Adobe left out the silence level.
Jan: We experience the problems described by Johnny in v 7.0 as well.
Jan: Let us providing testroom on other installations for all of us all to test on.
Decision: All agree and URLs will be send around.
Ad3. FMS admin console for AC
Batic: It can be used. It crashes now and then, and it can be difficult to track users from AC to FMS server. It is not that usefull unfortunately.
Ad4. LMS integration
Kathrin: Anyone using LMS-integration.
Thorkild: We have tested but institutioner are so far happy with the AAI-direct login between LMS and AC.
Kathrin: We are using the Blackboard Building Block and we are plannning to integrated with Moodle and others.
Ad5. Feature requests
Johnny: I have been working on the feature request list. You can see it on the front page of the wiki. I will refine and finish the list later.
Jan: Adobe Connect Now: This will be the next version of AC and maybe we should test this up against our feature lists and bug lists.
Johnny: I will contact John Schuman with regard to our feature wishes.
Thorkild: We ought to file all our features and bug report on the offical feature request web form: https://www.adobe.com/cfusion/mmform/index.cfm?
name=wishform
Johnny: I can contact Schuman and find out how to go about the best exchange of feature request and bug lists.
Decision: We refine the list and Johnny contact Schuman.
Nathalie: I will send URLs for all the recordings for you to integrate in the wiki.
Kathrin: will test streaming via swf-file in sharing pod and get back to us with the result.
Ad5. Bugs
Thorkild: Issues resolved: 4. 9. and 11.
Batic: Issue 1 have changed: now only users with activated video have the audio deactivated.
Batic: The connection info seems not to be correct.
Thorkild: will update the bug list.
Johnny: will publish our wiki according to the prior decision on the 2.nd meeting.
Everybody: you should remove contact-info to restricted area.
Johnny: I can recommend not using virtualization. We have not had good luck as it takes a lot of CPU.
Next meeting:
Pasi is host of the next meeting.
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